Circadian distribution of hematology variables in subjects with multiple sclerosis.
Hematology variables were measured in blood samples obtained every 3h (8/24h) from 10 multiple sclerosis (MS) patients and 34 healthy subjects and analyzed for circadian characteristics using the population multiple-components method. Red blood cell (RBC) and hemoglobin levels as well as hematocrits exhibited circadian rhythms with minimal amplitudes in healthy individuals and insignificant variability in the smaller group of MS patients. In contrast the total white blood cell (WBC) and platelet counts for MS patients and healthy individuals both showed significant circadian characteristics while the mean 24h WBC and platelet levels did not significantly differ between the two groups. When the different WBC subsets were examined independently, statistically significant circadian rhythms were seen for lymphocytes and eosinophils for both MS patients and healthy individuals and for neutrophils only in the latter. Moreover, the 24h mean levels of lymphocytes, basophils, and eosinophils were significantly higher for the healthy controls while those of monocytes were higher for the MS patients. However, of all the variables tested with significant circadian rhythms in both groups of individuals, only those of lymphocyte numbers exhibited different patterns with somewhat higher amplitude in healthy individuals and a peak level occurring over an hour after that of MS patients. These changes may be the reflection of a disturbance in the regulation of patterns of lymphocyte activity and migration in MS patients. In addition, the elevation in circulating monocytes in MS patients is consistent with the inflammatory nature of the disease.